Finance Record Book For Small Churches
Synopsis
This comb-bound book (5 3/16" x 9") contains sufficient forms for churches of approximately 150 members for one year. It includes forms for church receipts, record of members’ contributions, and disbursements.
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Customer Reviews
Happy that I got this product in 2 days however the Cover is not what I expected and the pages if not careful can rip. I cannot imagine how long it will take me to record the members donations when it’s per page ... The one thing I wish they had was photos of this book in order to make a better decision ... In all I will use this and make it work.

This is great for small churches. The only complaint is the cover. It needs to be handled with care. Please make a better cover, because it is a good product otherwise.

Great record keeping book for small churches. Can resume for multiple years or over 100 people once. Easy to fill in and continue to use for multiple years.

I was just placed on the finance committee at my church and I needed some direction on how things should be set up and this book was a great help.
I am the financial secretary for our small congregation. This book it great for keeping records of tithers and special offerings.
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